
A9000126-16-S 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS  

Please read carefully and save these instructions, as you may need them at a later date. 

CAUTION 

GENERAL 
All electrical connections must be in accordance with local and National Electrical Code (N.E.C.) 
standards.  If you are unfamiliar with proper electrical wiring connections obtain the services of a 
qualified electrician. 
 
Remove the fixture and the mounting package from the box and make sure that no parts are 
missing by referencing the illustrations on the installation instructions. 

WARNING:  Risk of Fire.  Consult a qualified electrician to ensure correct branch circuit 
conductor. Min 90ºC supply conductors. 
 
Turn off the main power at the circuit breaker before installing the fixture, in order to prevent 
possible shock. 

ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION 
 
1.Loosen the screw(17) that is near the cut end of the safety cable(16), Pull  out the cut end from 

the hole of the sleeve, wrap the cable around a structural beam of  your building. 
Finally,  insert the cut end of the sleeve and secure it with screw. 

 For further information,  please refer to the instructions on the reverse side. 
2. Secure the mounting plate (8) to the outlet box(1)  with box screws(6)  and wood screws (7) 
3. Pull out the outlet wire and  ground wire from the outlet box. Make wire connections with 

Wire  Connector(2) 
   --Black wire from light to Black wire (3)  from power source. 
   --White wire from light to White wire(4) from power source. 
  --Loop the ground wire(5) to mounting  plate  (8) with a ground screw(9). 
4. Attach the canopy(10) against ceiling, secure with the ball nut(11) onto the mounting screw. 
5. Remove the cover (15) from the socket , insert G9 bulb (14) (not included) into socket. Then 

slide the crystal shade(13) up to the glass holder. Finally, use the cover(15) to secure 
them. 

 
DO NOT USE BARE HANDS TO TOUCH THE BULB. 
 
INSTALLATION IS NOW COMPLETE 
 

1. OUTLET BOX    
2. WIRE CONNECTOR     
3. BLACK WIRE     
4. WHITE WIRE 
5. GROUND WIRE     
6. BOX SCREW     
7. WOOD SCREW     
8. MOUNTING  PLATE  
9. GROUND SCREW  
10. CANOPY     
11. BALL NUTS   
12. GLASS HOLDER  
13. K9 CRYSTAL    
14. G9 BULB   
15. COVER  
16. SAFETY CABLE   
17. SCREW  



INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS  
For Safety Cable 

Please read carefully and save these instructions, as you may need them at a later date. 

INSTRUCTION 

1. Insert enough cable through one side of  the sleeve to form a large loop 
2. Wrap the cable around the structural beam or fixture ceiling pan 
3. Turn back the cut end and insert the cable into the opposite side of sleeve 
4. Pull back on cable until desired loop size is obtained 
5. Allow 1/8” of cable cut end to extend beyond end of sleeve. 
6. Use two screws to make sure that it will not slip back into sleeve while 

hanging. 
 

Refer to the figure for more detailed information. 

This fixture is provided with a safety cable. The safety cable provides a back up 
system for the fixture’s frame and the installation hardware. It is essential that the 
safety cable be properly installed. The cable must be secured to a structural beam 
of the building, and not to the outlet box. The cable must be terminated with a 
sleeve specially sized for the cable per following the steps: 

Remark: Please make sure all hardware is properly tightened and that 
the cable is positioned clear of screws. 
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